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THE MUNICIPALITY OF VRSAR

- Land surface area: 37.92 km²
- Administrative center Vrsar (ital. Orsera) situated on a hilltop 50 m a.s.l. – prehistoric settlement
FIELD SURVEY 2015.
HILLFORTS AND TUMULI
MUKABA (MONCALVO)
MONTEPOZO AND MONTIUGUN (JUGOVAC)
MARASI - KAMENJAK
MONTE RICCO
POSSIBLE NEW HILLFORTS?
Future work:

• **ARCHAEOCULTOUR**

The Archaeological Landscape in a Sustainable Development of Cultural Tourism in the Municipality of Vrsar

(15 December 2017 – 14 December 2020)

- targeted field survey
- trial trenching and sampling
- aerial photographs (Sara, counting on you 😊)